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The crossed compound parabolic concentrator (CCPC) is one of the most efficient non-imaging solar con-
centrators used as a stationary solar concentrator or as a second stage solar concentrator. In this study,
the CCPC is modified to demonstrate for the first time a new generation of solar concentrators working
simultaneously as an electricity generator and thermal collector. The CCPC is designed to have two com-
plementary surfaces, one reflective and one absorptive, and is named as an absorptive/reflective CCPC
(AR-CCPC). Usually, the height of the CCPC is truncated with a minor sacrifice of the geometric concen-
tration. These truncated surfaces rather than being eliminated are instead replaced with absorbent sur-
faces to collect heat from solar radiation. The optical efficiency including absorptive/reflective part of the
AR-CCPC was simulated and compared for different geometric concentration ratios varying from 3.6 to
4. It was found that the combined optical efficiency of the AR-CCPC 3.6/4 remained constant and
high all day long and that it had the highest total optical efficiency compared to other concentrators.
In addition, the temperature distributions of AR-CCPC surfaces and the assembled solar cell were
simulated based on those heat flux boundary conditions. It was shown that the addition of a thermal
absorbent surface can increase the wall temperature. The maximum value reached 321.5 K at the front
wall under 50 incidence. The experimental verification was also adopted to show the benefits of using
absorbent surfaces. The initial results are very promising and significant for the enhancement of solar
concentrator systems with lower concentrations.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Renewable energy offers a valuable solution to the challenges
facing energy security and also plays an important role in the
reduction of global warming. It is well known that solar energy is
the most promising in all renewable and clean energy resources.
The commercialization of high efficiency solar cells faces major
challenges owing to the high costs. The concentrated photovoltaic(CPV) modules are capable of collecting sunlight onto solar cells by
the use of optical concentrators thereby reducing the required cell
area per unit of output power [1]. The cost of CPV modules could be
reduced by increasing the output per unit solar cell and this could
be achieved by replacing the expensive solar cells with a low cost
optical material [2], such as using Fresnel lens [3], refractive mir-
rors based on the total internal reflections [4], the reflective imag-
ing [5] and non-imaging (CPC type) solar concentrators [6]. Among
the recent technological innovations, building integrated photo-
voltaic system (BIPV) has become a hotspot technology [7]. In BIPV,
the window, skylights and roof of buildings are replaced by trans-
parent CPV materials [6,8]. In this way some building costs can be
Nomenclature
CCPC crossed compound parabolic concentrator
AR-CCPC absorptive/reflective CCPC
Cg geometric concentration ratio
k heat conductivity (W/(m2 K))
Cp specific heat capacity (J/(kg K))
CPV concentrated photovoltaic
BIPV building integrated photovoltaic
UDF user-defined functions
q density (kg/m3)
Ts wall temperature (K)
S energy source term
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support. For these reasons, the BIPV has been recognized as a
great potential way to bring a faster development stage for solar
energy [9].
Non-imaging optics aims to provide the widest possible
acceptance angles and therefore, is the most appropriate for solar
concentration [10,11]. The idea was expanded byWinston and Gor-
don [12], and has become widely used in BIPV area in recent years
[7]. Compound parabolic concentrators (CPC) consists of two para-
bolic mirror segments with different focal points and it is the most
traditional ‘ideal’ non-imaging collector [13]. Neither a ‘2-D’ nor a
‘3-D’ CPC, however, can satisfy the requirement of modularity per-
fectly with square entry and exit solar cells. Therefore, the CCPC
structure appears to be a satisfactory solution which is formed by
the perpendicular intersection of two 2-D CPC troughs [8,14].
A full size CPC has the highest concentration, the upper-most
part is, however, nearly parallel to the optical axis and therefore
contributes very little. The truncation method has been adopted
to balance the relationship between concentration and mirror area.
For a traditional CPC, the optimal position for truncation is about
half of the full height [15]. The 4 CCPC structure with a half
acceptance angle of 30, truncated to provide a concentration of
3.6, was found to have a more effective performance as a static
solar concentrator [6,8].
A problem remains, however, with an increase in the tempera-
ture of the solar cells assembled to the concentrators [16]. In a CPV
system, only part of the received solar energy can be transferred
into electricity (typical efficiencies for monocrystalline cells are
16–24% [17,18], and for polycrystalline cells 14–18% [19]), and
the remainder causes a temperature rise within the cell junctions.
The current study aims to provide a solution to increase the total(a) Assembled structure of AR-CCPC (b) Sin
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surfa
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Fig. 1. The geometrical structure of theefficiency of the CPV system by maximising the thermal collection
which can be stored for local heat transfer. It has been proved that
hybrid CPV/thermal (CPV/T) systems have the advantage of satisfy-
ing different demands including thermal and electrical energy
[20–22]. The CPV/T modules can capture the remaining thermal
energy and remove the waste heat from the PV module thus
improve the total energy utilisation ratio [23–25].
In this article, a novel CPV system which still retains the full
height of the CCPC is proposed. The CCPC is modified to produce
for the first time a new generation of solar concentrators simulta-
neously working as a CPV and as a solar heat source. This concept is
designed to have two complementary surfaces, one reflective and
one absorbent, called Absorbent/Reflective CCPC (AR-CCPC). The
optical efficiencies including absorptive/reflective part of this AR-
CCPC are simulated and compared for different geometric concen-
tration ratios varying from 3.6 to 4, achieved by varying the
degree of truncation. Experimental verification is also performed
to show the benefits of using absorbent surfaces. These initial
results are very promising and significant for the enhancement of
solar concentrator systems with lower concentrations.2. Model description
The AR-CCPC module proposed for modelling and testing is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. It was manufactured using thermally conductive
material, composed of a thermal absorption part and an optical
reflection part. As previously mentioned, the height of the CCPC
is typically truncated with a minor sacrifice of the geometric
concentration. In this study, these truncated surfaces are, rather
eliminated, replaced with absorbent surfaces in order to collect
heat from the solar radiation. The upper portion is covered bygle surface including absorbent and reflective parts
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AR-CCPC for modelling and testing.
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0.94. The lower portion has the reflectivity q ¼ 0:94 and serves
to collect sunlight onto the 50 mm  50 mm square exit aperture
of the AR-CCPC where the solar cell is placed. The benefits are:
 The surfaces near the top (full height), which would ordinarily
be truncated, are being replaced by absorption material to be
used for heat transfer. The addition of thermal absorbent walls
can improve the total optical efficiency at all incidences. The
absorbent walls may block some of solar rays especially at
low incidence so that reduce the PV output. The total optical
efficiency keeps high at all incidences.
 Some of the reflected and scattered rays from the bottom and
the environment can be recycled by the upper-most part of
the absorber. This effect will be apparently enhanced when
the incidence angle of the incoming rays increases.
The key parameter for AR-CCPC is the geometrical concentra-
tion ratio Cg, which can be defined as the ratio of the top entry area
to the bottom area:
Cg ¼ Ain=Aout ð1Þ
where Ain and Aout represent the entrance area for incident solar
rays and the exit area for the solar cell, respectively. It is directly
determined by the selected acceptance angle and the degree of
truncation [8,26], i.e., assigned height of each part.
The totally reflective CCPC of full height (when the surfaces are
totally parallel to the optical axis) with 30 incident angle has a Cg
of 4.0. Understandably, the solar energy reaching the bottom panel(a) 15°
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Fig. 2. The ray tracing of the AR-CCPC concept simuladecreases with an increasing proportion of upper-part truncation.
In this paper, a ray tracing technique via APEX software is adopted
to evaluate the optical characteristics for each part. APEX optics is
an add-in software for SOLIDWORKS and it can present the energy
transmission process during optical design system. Point sun
model was mainly used in the simulations to show it more clearly.
Other than that, the realistic sun source is considered in discussing
the flux distribution on solar cell. Different AR-CCPC under Cg of
reflective surfaces of between 3.6 to 3.9 will be investigated
with the purpose of enhancing the total optical efficiency to ther-
mal/PV. Cases under 3.5 would not have a big impact, therefore
they are ignored.
The optical efficiency can be defined as:Effoptical ¼ Nreceived=Nin ð2Þ
Note that Nreceived represents the number of received solar rays
on the target surfaces, which can be both the thermal absorbent
walls and the solar cell. Nin is the number of input parallel rays
on the entrance area. It is no doubt that with the increase of sam-
pled solar rays, the solving accuracy can be improved, but at the
same time the simulation becomes more time-consuming. In the
current simulations, Nin is set to be 106.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the path of the incident rays simulated
using ray tracing technique in the APEX software. The paths of
the solar rays are highly variable at different incident angles
between 15 and 80. Some of the rays can be reflected several
times. To show it more clearly, some schematic drawings for a
single ray are also shown at the side. For convenience, the front(b) 30° 
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the optical efficiencies of the different AR-CCPCs and totally
reflective CCPCs.
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direction. The opposite is then named as the back wall and the
others the side walls. In order to represent an assembled array,
the solar rays hitting the exterior walls of single module would
not contribute for the energy conversion. Both the thermally absor-
bent surfaces and the solar cell at the bottom can receive sun rays
when the incident angles are lower than 30. Beyond this angle, the
thermal absorbent component contributes alone; the solar cell is
‘‘cut-off” from the incident radiation. The sun rays are reflected
three times by the mirrors. Some of them escape out of the concen-
trator, but another part hit the back wall and increase the temper-
ature, such as Fig. 2(c) shows at 50 incidence. In addition, the
energy captured by the front wall, even if the angle increases to
80, is still non-zero.
The AR-CCPC is designed to have two complementary surfaces:
one reflective and one absorbent. In order to maximize the total
energy output, these two surfaces were divided via truncation at
an appropriate height to provide a reflector with a concentration
ranging from 3.6 to 3.9. The absorbent part is complementary to
make the total concentration of the AR-CCPC 4. Fig. 3 presents
the dimensions including the length of the bottom of the solar
cells, and the cutting method at different dividing heights, so that
the different concentrations from 3.6 to 4.0 can be obtained.
Once the size of entry square is determined by formula (1), the
height can be obtained through drawing programs. 3.6/4 in
the figure represents truncating a full height of a 4 CCPC by a
down-part reflector with 3.6 concentration.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Performance of reflective part
The optical performance of the reflective part is investigated in
the current section. Fig. 4 presents the optical efficiencies of differ-
ent AR-CCPC and totally reflective CCPC. For the sake of compar-
ison, the 3.6 CCPC is the truncated down part of 3.6/4 AR-
CCPC. The resulting modules are close-packed to avoid bypassing
available sunlight. Due to its larger acceptance angle, the totally
reflective 3.6 CCPC provides a higher efficiency and wider inci-
dent tolerance when compared with Cg of 4. The absorbent walls
being used or not, the optical efficiency of full height 4 CCPC
decrease dramatically at the accept angle of 30.
On the other hand, the addition of absorbent walls collects the
heat instead of reflecting it. The obtained thermal energy will
increase if the reflective part becomes smaller, so the PV optical
efficiency will reduce. The 3.9/4 AR-CCPC assembled structure,
for instance, has the maximum optical efficiency of 91%. However,
the corresponding optical efficiency value of 3.6/4 AR-CCPC is
lower (about 85%). Owing to the blockings of the thermal absorp-
tion surfaces, the concentrated sunlight would be reduced more
as the angle of incidence grows from 0 to 30. The decreased effi-
ciency could reach 25% before a sharper decrease at the edge. The5cm
10cm
AR-CCPC 3.6x/4x    H=8.2041cm
AR-CCPC 3.7x/4x    H=8.8406cm
AR-CCPC 3.8x/4x    H=9.6043cm
AR-CCPC 3.9x/4x    H=10.633cm
Fig. 3. Different types of AR-CCPC by changing the dividing height.PV optical efficiency of the 3.6/4 AR-CCPC drops from 84.7%
(at 0) to 60.7% (at 25).
Fig. 5 shows the obtained concentration distribution of the solar
cell. A point sun model does not make big difference for the optical
efficiencies. However, it would make the peak flux on solar cell
much higher, which is against the practical situation. Here the real-
istic sun source with 4.65 mrad half angle is considered, which is
more practical. About 40% of normal incident solar rays directly
hit the central positions of the solar cell, except four hotspots
which exist around the edge. This causes the maximum flux to
reach a peak of 17. These hotspots can be located at different
positions depending on the incident angle. At an incident angle
of 15, the hotspots exist around the middle, and the peak flux
reaches nearly 28 suns. High temperatures generate resistive
losses within the cell and then decreases the PV conversion effi-
ciency [27,28]. Adding the cooling devices for CPV modules, there-
fore, has become a common solution [29,30]. Another solution,
instead of rejecting heat, is that the residual thermal energy can
be collected for local heat transfer. The solar cells can firstly be
cooled down by an inlet of cold water. And the second-stage heat
transfer happens at the absorbent walls so that increases the water
temperature further. The AR-CCPC system will provide two main
advantages to increase the total efficiency of the CPV module:
 Cooling of the solar cells, therefore increasing their electrical
efficiency and lifetime.
 Collection of thermal energy for local heating.
3.2. Performance of thermal absorbent surfaces and combinative
model
In the following analysis, the incident direct beam radiation will
be taken as 1000 W/m2. Table 1 demonstrates the absorptive and
reflective rates for each optical material: the high reflecting film
used for the reflective part and the non-reflective paint used for
the thermal receiving walls. The wavelength factor had been omit-
ted, allowing the properties to be simplified to grey-body. The sui-
ted wavelength of the reflecting film is higher than 400 nm which
covers most of the incoming energy. For the absorbent paint, the
wavelength of high absorptivity ranges from 400 nm to 1400 nm.
The optical efficiencies of thermal absorbent surfaces are shown
in Fig. 6. For all the types, the efficiencies of the thermal walls are
less than 10% when exposed at 0 direct sunlight since the effective
irradiance areas are rather small. However, we can find that the
efficiencies rise rapidly under higher incident degrees. The optical
(a) Incident angle 0°                         (b) Incident angle 15° 
Suns Suns
Fig. 5. The 2-D flux distributions of 3.6/4 AR-CCPC at different incident angles, when the realistic sun model with a 4.65 mrad half angle is adopted.
Table 1
Optical properties of the materials used in the simulations.
Used optical
materials
Reflective
rate
Absorptive
rate
Suited
wavelength
High-reflecting film 0.94 0.06 >400 nm
Non-reflective paint 0.06 0.94 400–1400 nm
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at around 65–85, because the transmission path of solar rays is
similar to the case in Fig. 2(d). Nearly all the incident solar rays
are redirected onto the back walls. Fig. 6 also clearly demonstrates
the comparison of thermal contributions at different Cg. 3.6/4
AR-CCPC obviously achieves the most heat flux for thermal use.
The 3.9/4 AR-CCPC type, however, performs least well with an
efficiency much lower than the others. In addition, the fluctuation
phenomenon between 30 and 60 is caused by the multi-
reflections by the reflective walls.
For a better understanding of the thermal characteristics for the
absorbent part, the 2-D distributions of simulated absorbed rays by
the absorbent walls under 50 incidence are demonstrated in Fig. 7.
The origin of the coordinate system here locates at the centre of thesolar cell (xoy plane), which is perpendicular to the z-axis. The
front wall (see Fig. 7(a)) which is facing towards the sun receives
a fully smooth flux around 900W/m2. At the bottom edge there
is a steadily increasing tendency due to the impact of reflected
rays. Because of the multiple reflections, the middle of back wall
(see Fig. 7(b)) collects more rays which makes the peak flux reach
1000W/m2. As the flux comes from the narrower and lower
reflecting surface (see Fig. 2(c)), the flux area of back thermal wall
is not fully covered. Interestingly, the incident angle can influence
the position and length of the flux distribution along z-axis. A lar-
ger incidence angle moves the focal spot downwards. Compared
with the other walls, the side wall produces little heat at high inci-
dent angles. The gradient shape is due to the incident inclined
angle. Similar to the front wall, the energy flux increases from
top to bottom.
The statistics of total received power including thermal absor-
bent and reflective contributions are presented in Fig. 8. For the
case of 4 CCPC, the peak energy at 0 is 9.3 W, which is higher
than the same position of the 3.6 CCPC at 8.5 W. The disadvan-
tage of the CCPC 4 lies in its narrow tolerance for incidence which
is only 30. It therefore misses some solar rays under high inci-
dences. In contrast, the received energy by AR-CCPC makes a large
improvement. Both the thermal absorbent and reflective parts con-
tribute to the total power.
The total flux of each type remains nearly the same within the
maximum range of acceptance angle. Beyond this angle, the pro-
portion of thermal energy dominates. Fig. 8 demonstrates the large
fluctuations occurring between 30 and 85. The total received
energy decreases dramatically between 30 and 35, which has
the lowest electric output and relatively low thermal energy. The
total energy then peaks at 50 and continues to decrease. During
this range the back absorption surface could also obtain some
reflected solar rays from the front wall. When the angle is 50,
the thermal energy received from the back wall reaches its maxi-
mum value, resulting the peak total output. The thermal power
then decreases dramatically from 50 to 85. The total energy of
the AR-CCPC at Cg = 3.6/4, on the whole, maintains a better opti-
cal performance at all incident angles and offers the best
performance.
The total optical efficiency is a key parameter to be evaluated,
which can be defined by this formula:
Total optical efficiency ¼ Effpv þ Effthermal ð3Þ
(a) Front wall
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Fig. 7. The 2-D absorbed solar rays on the thermal absorbent walls with an incident angle of 50, for 3.6/4 AR-CCPC. When the external irradiance is 1000 W/m2.
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from the reflective and thermal absorbent surfaces, respectively.
Also, the simulation results are based on the optical properties pro-
vided in Table 1.
Fig. 9 presents the simulated total optical efficiencies at differ-
ent Cg and incident angles. Within the acceptance angle, the lim-
ited reflectivity of the reflective surfaces maintains the optical
efficiency at around 94%. Above the acceptance angle of 30, the
concentrated solar rays for the solar cells fall off sharply. Hence
both the reflective and thermally absorbent parts contribute little
between 30 and 35 and the total efficiency is at the minimum
compared with other incident angles. When beyond 35, there isa noticeable upward trend as fewer rays escape with the increase
of the incident angle. The total efficiency reaches nearly 94% above
60 for 3.6/4 AR-CCPC, which indicates that nearly all of the
incident rays are absorbed.
Solar rays strike buildings from different directions continually
at different times of the day. To investigate the effect of arbitrary
solar incidence, the optical efficiency along the diagonal of CCPC
has been compared, as Fig. 10 shows. The module selected for
study was 3.6/4 AR-CCPC. The performance of the CCPC 3.6
with 30 acceptance angle [8] is also added to be compared. It
was found that it matched well with the AR-CCPC results especially
within 30 incident angle. Beyond this angle, however, the
AR-CCPC module is able to receive more heat flux than CCPC. It
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the total optical efficiency of 3.6/4 AR-CCPC under
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148 X.-l. Meng et al. / Energy Conversion and Management 114 (2016) 142–153shows that the efficiency variation between S–N and the diagonal
planes is large between 25 and 55 incidence. At 35, for instance,
the total efficiency in the diagonal plane reaches 68.7% which is
much higher than the S–N direction (49.5%). The key reason is that
the diagonal direction has a higher tolerance of the incidence for
the optical efficiency [8]. It is interesting to note that 55 is a crit-
ical point. Beyond this angle, the S–N plane produces slightly
higher total efficiency. For the other incident ranges, the total effi-
ciencies of diagonal direction rays are the same compared with the
S–N or E–W directions. As expected, the total efficiency is around
94% within the range from 0 to 20, and 70 to 85.3.3. Performance of the thermal heat transfer for AR-CCPC
For the AR-CCPC module, the temperature distributions of
absorbent surfaces and the solar cell represent the thermal absorp-
tion capability as well as the working performance. Here the 3-DTable 2
Physical properties of different materials used.
Materials Density
(kg/m3)
Specific heat
capacity
(J/kg K)
Thermal
conductivity
(W/m K)
Radiation
emissivity
Aluminium sheet 2719 871 202.4 0.09
Silicon rubber 1030 1100 0.14 Ignored
Single crystal silicon 2330 712 130 0.667 [32]
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Solar rays
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Fig. 11. The sketch of atemperature distributions on the thermally absorbent surfaces
and solar cell were simulated by ANSYS FLUENT software [31].
Supposing that the physical properties of materials used were
homogeneous and unchanged with temperature, the steady gov-
erning equation for all the surfaces of AR-CCPC module would be
solved:
rðqcpTsÞ ¼ r  ðkrTsÞ þ S ð4Þ
q, cp, k refers to the density, specific heat and thermal conductivity
of different materials. Ts refers to the temperature. These physical
properties are shown in Table 2.
S represents the energy source term and can be treated as the
sum of natural convection Sconv, boundary heat flux Srad and heat
dissipation source term Sw:
S ¼ Sconv þ Srad þ Sw ð5Þ
The physical properties of different materials used in the present
work are presented in Table 2. The radiation emissivity of a silicon
solar cell and commercial aluminium sheet are treated as 0.667 [32]
and 0.09 [33], respectively. According to the actual experimental
condition, the room temperature is set as 308 K. The heat transfer
coefficient for the natural convection of air is 10 W/(m2 K).
Fig. 11 presents the assembled AR-CCPC module. The system
includes three basic components: AR-CCPC module, solar cell and
the silicon rubber. All the surfaces of AR-CCPC are continually
exposed at the parallel solar rays (and some multi-reflected rays).
The four walls are thermally connected at their edges. The silicon
rubber plays important role of electrical encapsulation. The top
of the solar cell requires to be coated with this encapsulation mate-
rial. The diffused light has been ignored in the current study
because the experiment was taken under room conditions. In order
to guarantee the accuracy of simulation results, the obtained ray
tracing data as described above are treated as the heat flux bound-
ary condition with the aid of UDF, which is the user defined func-
tion of FLUENT software and can freely change or add any source
items in the energy equation.
The heat flux of thermal absorbent walls are totally different
under various incident degrees. The natural convection loss and
radiation loss have been considered. The boundary conditions used
for temperature simulation are presented in Table 3. It is worth
mentioning that a large contact thermal resistance exists between
the AR-CCPC and the silicon rubber. The interfaces here are only
1.5 mm which is the thickness of aluminium sheets.
For the silicon rubber, it can be considered as an ideally trans-
parent material therefore both the incident heat flux and radiation
loss were ignored. The natural convection loss, however, should be
considered. The thermal contact resistance between the solar cell
and silicon rubber must also be added as indicated in Fig. 11.l
Concentrated solar rays
mal 
e
Heat insulation
Silicon 
rubber
ssembled AR-CCPC.
Table 3
The boundary conditions for the heat transfer simulation.
Components Concentrated
heat flux
Radiation
loss
Natural
convection
loss
Contact
thermal
resistance
AR-CCPC Yes Yes Yes With silicon rubber
Silicon
rubber
No No Yes With AR-CCPC &
solar cell
Solar cell Yes Yes No With silicon rubber
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ing to the actual heat flux distribution as demonstrated in Fig. 5.
The efficiency of the solar cell used here is treated as a constant
which is 0.15. The residual power is the heat flux boundary which
accounts for 0.85 of the total concentrated power. At the top of the
solar cell, there is radiation loss and at the bottom a glass sheet
which is considered as a thermal insulator.
The AR-CCPC surfaces are divided into finite mesh elements
with the aid of the advanced size function of curvature in ANSYS
FLUENT software. The mesh independency has been verified as
Fig. 12 shows. Three mesh numbers including 1262, 5108 and
10096 with the same size function have been adopted. And the0.00 0.02 0 .04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14
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Fig. 12. Mesh independent verification for the simulations.
(a) AR-CCPC wall
Fig. 13. The isotherms across different components of AR-CCPC system under 0 incidenc
solar cell at the bottom of the AR-CCPC. Here the heat flux boundary is based on the retemperatures along the symmetry axis of AR-CCPC 3.6/4 front
walls are compared. It can be found that the difference between
5108 and 10096 is only around 0.3 K. Therefore, 10096 mesh cells
are enough in the current simulations. In addition, the convergence
criterion is to be 5  107 relative error between consecutive iter-
ations for the grid points in the calculation domain.
Fig. 13 shows the temperature distribution under 0 incidence
under steady-state working condition. Since the AR-CCPC device
is composed of thin metal sheets, the temperature difference is
only 4 K. According to Fig. 13(a), the lowest temperature area lies
on the top absorbent surface and it increases slowly from top to
bottom, until reaching the solar cell edge that leads to a sharp tem-
perature rise. These thin aluminium sheets provide a high thermal
contact resistance with the solar cell which contributes to a large
temperature gap. It is apparent from Fig. 13(b) that the highest
temperature of solar cell is 371 K. And the centre position of the
solar cell obtains a lower temperature of 367.6 K for the reason
that the concentration ratio around the centre is only 1 sun and
most of the heat in this area comes from the corners.
In order to investigate the influences of various parameters for
the simulations, the front wall temperature of four cases were(b) Assembled solar cell
e. Room temperature was 308 K. (a) is one of the AR-CCPC walls; (b) is the assembled
alistic sun model with a 4.65 mrad half angle.
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity analysis of different solar irradiance, heat convection coefficient
and radiation emissivity.
(a) Front wall of 4x CCPC CCPC(b) Front wall of 3.6x/4x AR
(c) Back wall of 4x CCPC                (d) Back wall of 3.6x/4x AR-
-
CCPC 
(e) Side wall of 4x CCPC (f) Side wall of 3.6x/4x AR-CCPC 
Fig. 15. A comparison of the wall temperatures of the 3.6/4 AR-CCPC and the 4 CCPC under 50 incidence. Note that each figure has a different temperature scale.
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Table 4
Output electric power (mW).
Incident
angle ()
Bare
cell
C = 3.6 C = 3.6/4.0 Improvements
(3.6/4.0 vs bare cell)
0 380 1253 1229 3.23 times
10 383 1127 1087 2.84 times
20 363 954 777 2.14 times
30 343 573 483 1.41 times
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Case 2 studies 600 W/m2 solar irradiance. Case 3 changes the heat
convection coefficient into 15W/(m2 K). Case 4 changes the radia-
tion emissivity into 0.3. It is no doubt that all of the above cases can
decrease the wall temperature. Compared with the others, the nat-
ural heat convections make the most difference which is nearly
4 K.
In order to illustrate the performance of thermally absorbent
surfaces, the wall temperatures of the 3.6/4 AR-CCPC and the
4 CCPC under 50 incidence are compared, as Fig. 15 demon-
strates. The addition of thermally absorbent surfaces results in an
increase in the wall temperatures. In Fig. 15(a), (c) and (e) the tem-
perature of the total reflective CCPC is changed very slightly and
the peak value reaches only 308.87 K which occurs on the top of
front wall. For the AR-CCPC module, the maximum value also
appears at the front wall, shown in Fig. 15(b) which is 321.5 K.
Due to the highest heat flux on the upper-most absorbent surface,
the temperature of the front wall peaks at the top and decreases by
5 degrees until the bottom. The solar cell cannot receive any solar
rays based on the condition of 50 incident degrees, therefore the
bottom temperatures are the lowest.
The highest temperature of the back wall, on the other hand,
reaches 318.9 K. Owing to the smaller concentration area as shown
in Fig. 7(b), the higher temperature mainly concentrates on the
central area around the top of back wall. On the other hand, the
temperature difference between the front and back wall appar-
ently produces a cross-gradient distribution on the side wall, from
the highest of 320 K to the lowest at 316.4 K. In general, all the sur-
faces of the AR-CCPC obtain a much higher temperature than the
totally reflective CCPC. This demonstrates that the novel AR-CCPC
module is able to improve the total efficiency.
The wall temperature of the AR-CCPC at different incident
degrees has been measured as shown in Fig. 16. A solar simulator
with quality AAA+ provides the 1000 W/m2 solar density. Photo-
voltaic standards mandate that Class AAA+ solar simulators meet
the demanding requirements in three key performance areas:
spectral match to the solar spectrum, spatial non-uniformity of
irradiance, and temporal instability of irradiance. The tested CPV
system consists of an assembled AR-CCPC module and a plastic
base with adjustable angle. The back side of the module has been
covered with high reflective film for light blocking. The real-time
temperature of the thermal absorbent walls have been monitoredSolar simulato
Temperature 
acquisition
I-V tracer
Light block
Fig. 16. Experimental setup for the ARby several thermocouples. There are four of thermocouples located
at the left of every thermal wall, with 10 cm height and 3 cm dis-
tance from the edge. The electric power output was obtained by
the I–V tracer. According to the measurements, the data reached
the steady state within 20 min.
The measured electric power for Cg = 3.6, Cg = 3.6/4.0 and
bare solar cell are shown and compared in Table 4. It can been seen
that the electricity output was considerably improved with the aid
of concentration. Because of the irregularity of the reflecting sur-
face, the output electric power under 30 remains non-zero. The
highest output reaches 1253 mW, obtained by the Cg = 3.6 type
under 0 incident angle. The results of Cg = 3.6/4.0 type, on
the other hand, show a certain decrease, especially at high incident
angles. Nevertheless, it still received high improvement between
3.23 (at 0) and 1.41 times (at 30) compared with the bare solar
cell.
The absorptive wall temperatures obtained by the simulations
and measurements are compared based on different incident
angles, as Fig. 17 shows. The measurement uncertainties have also
been added. According to the simulation results, the wall temper-
ature remains high before the acceptance angle of 30 due partly to
the energy contribution from the solar panel. It decreases obvi-
ously around 30 when the largest number of solar rays have
escaped. After that, the back wall receives the reflected solar rays
from the front wall thus causing a peak thermal output of 50.
The average measurement results agree well with the simulations.
However, the surface irregularity and reflection errors have caused
the response delay of minimum/maximum value to some extent.
The first minimum of the side wall temperature, for instance,
appears at 40 when the simulation appears at 30. The second
crest of front and side wall temperature happens at 60, which
the simulation shows at 50.r AAA+
Angle adjustable system
Front wall Back wall Side wall
10cm
3cm
ing
-CCPC wall temperature analysis.
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Fig. 17. Variation of measured absorbent wall temperatures.
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Fig. 18. AR-CCPC embedded in PV/T hybrid system.
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The measurements have proved that the addition of an absor-
bent surface results in an increase to the wall temperature. These
results indicate that this part of thermal energy can be utilized
through water pipeline [34] surrounding the upper absorbent
walls. The addition of upper absorbent walls is necessary in a prac-
tical concentrating PV/T hybrid system, as Fig. 18 shows. As
designed, the thermal energy can be economically transported
for local heat transfer.
Within the acceptance angle at noon time, the solar cell is under
working condition and it can be firstly cooled down by the inlet of
cold water. During this stage, the electricity output will be the
dominant. The second-stage heating happens at the absorbent
walls where the water temperature will increase further. The tem-
perature rise may not be significant but the warm water can be
stored in a tank for later use.
Exceeding the acceptance angle in the afternoon, only the
absorbent walls keep heating the water. According to the simula-
tions, the absorbent walls of each AR-CCPC (10 cm by 10 cm)
receives 0.8 W (85 incidence) to 5.4 W (50 incidence). Although
the input flux and delta T are both low, the heat transfer can be
enhanced by using an array of modules covering larger area. For
the same flow rate, more modules can be easier to reach a thermal
equilibrium. The Building Integrated Concentrating Photovoltaic
system, for instance, consists of several hundreds of CPV modules
which could be a suitable platform.A water tank combined with phase change techniques in the
future study can enhance the thermal performance further. AR-
CCPC modules provide a longer heat transfer duration. With the
aid of phase change storage, the duration of hot water output
can be dramatically extended.
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The current study proposes a novel CPV concept that has been
modified from the classic CCPC system, called AR-CCPC. The opti-
cal, thermal and total efficiency of the AR-CCPC module were sim-
ulated by APEX ray tracing software, and compared at different
geometric concentration ratios varying from 3.6 to 4. For the
optical efficiency of the solar cell alone, the totally reflective 3.6
CCPC provides a higher efficiency and wider incident tolerance as
compared with all the others. For the total efficiency including
the thermal contributions, the 3.6/4 AR-CCPC was evaluated
as having a higher optical efficiency at all incident angles.
In order to explore the potential for thermal heat transfer, a
simple model of bare surface with no water flow was built. It
showed that the addition of a thermal absorbent surface can appar-
ently increase the wall temperature. The experimental verification
was also performed and the results conform well with the
simulations.
On the whole, these results are promising and significant for the
enhancement of lower solar concentrator systems. The proposed
system is suitable for building integrated system for combine ther-
mal and electricity generation. As the next step, the water tubes
designed according to the current performance data, need to be
assembled surrounding the upper absorbent surfaces for the con-
vective heat transfer. Based on a practical concentrating PV/T
hybrid system, the thermal energy can be economically trans-
ported by AR-CCPC for local heat transfer.
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